In Greek mythology the sirens’ beautiful songs lured sailors to their doom. Today, the CAITLIN musical program auralization system [12] renders the runtime behavior of Pascal programs into a structured musical framework allowing programmers to hear when their programs deviate from the expected path. Now, instead of the bugs luring programmers to their doom, with CAITLIN the bugs sing their swan songs to signal their own impending demise.

Our world is full of sound. Indeed, sound is so pervasive and integrated into our visual world that those of us fortunate to have both the visual and the auditory senses usually underestimate the importance of the auditory channel. It rates highly in our order of sensory priorities, probably because of its unique warning capability; auditory interrupts are difficult to ignore. Our brains process information heard very differently from information seen; moreover, audition has properties that complement vision. While vision provides excellent spatial perception, the auditory sense offers a number of temporal advantages. A single sound communicates many properties simultaneously, and humans can understand and separate out a series of simultaneous auditory sequences (music is an obvious example). Filmmakers use auditory sequences to carry the audience through major visual scene shifts.
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There are disadvantages, too. By their nature, auditory interruptions are intrusive, and precise quantitative information is difficult to represent sonically. However, the capacity of our auditory memory is great and can be very precise. After only a few hearings, an experienced listener can memorize a whole symphony (typically containing more than 20,000 notes), recognize subtle differences between performances, and certainly tell if a performer plays a wrong note. Since a compact disc stores up to 650MB, this is quite a feat. Moreover, there is no visual equivalent; we do not remember pictures in so much detail.

Surprisingly, audio has received little attention in human-computer interaction in recent decades, with applications restricted mostly to limited speech or trivial sounds. This was certainly not the case in the early days of computing. Many researchers and engineers in the 1950s and 1960s cite examples of auditory output. An oft-repeated anecdote is that of the early programmers who tuned AM radios to pick up the interference produced by their computers. Listening to the patterns of sounds, they learned to monitor CPU activity and even to identify aberrant program behavior. Why were these lessons forgotten? While graphical capability has been available for years, inexpensive audio facilities are more recent. By the time affordable audio was available to the average computer user the study of the visual medium was well advanced despite audio storage requirements being much less demanding than video storage requirements.

Visual interfaces do offer significant advantages. First, they can be browsed, whereas auditory interfaces are heard through a narrow continuously moving aperture. Second, they can be quantitative, whereas audio is mainly qualitative. Above all, visual interfaces are not intrusive.

However, reliance on visually oriented interfaces produces its own stresses. Screens become cluttered with multiple windows, and information in one window is routinely hidden by subsequent windows. We cannot attend to the entire screen, especially in the case of multi-window graphical user interfaces (GUIs). Good design approaches ameliorate some of these problems, but video alone still creates problems for the visually impaired. These users, reliant on screen readers (and in some cases Braille) cannot use graphical programming and debugging tools. Use of screen readers is made more difficult by the multi-window implementations of modern program development environments.

The past decade or so has been characterized by renewed interest in auditory interfaces through the efforts of researchers worldwide. One important motivation is the provision of interfaces for visually impaired computer users for whom development of...
GUIs is problematical; examples include the Sonic Finder [5] and the Soundtrack system [4]. Another motivation is the increasingly crowded nature of visual interfaces attempting to exploit the multimedia capabilities of sound and vision. In 1995 Alty [1] suggested that interface designers move beyond simple sounds and speech to exploit the rich potential offered by music, illustrating this idea with a graphical interface for blind users using only music.

The Debugging Problem
Observing that program debugging is often a “struggle against complexity,” Lieberman [8] advocated using computers to help programmers visualize program behavior and relate the static information contained in the source code to the dynamic runtime activity.

The richness of musical representation offers fairly precise bug location possibilities (whether in isolation or in conjunction with visual representations). One possible representation is to map the tracing of the execution path through different modules to different instruments. This is not handled well by visual media that cause frequent screen shifts. Using timbre (the quality given to a sound by its overtones), allows us to easily follow switches between modules, letting our eyes concentrate on program detail. Indeed, in very large programs, visual debugging methods are not only tedious, they can be misleading in pointing to the real problem source; giving sound to a running program gives a broader picture of what is happening [6].

Program events take place in the time domain, whereas visual mappings are mostly spatial. Graphics provide good descriptions of spatial relations and structural details (as Fourier analysis does for sound waves) but do not naturally represent temporal details. Using sound presents us with a complementary modality that increases the number and type of diagnostic tools available to us by providing a temporal view of software (as the wave-form plot does for a sound wave).

Program auralization—the mapping of program data to sound—has attracted research interest in recent years. Using sound to aid the visualization of software was suggested in [3, 9]. The idea was further explored through a visual programming language to add audio capabilities to a debugger [7] and the Auditory Domain Specification Language [2]. Although these systems demonstrated technical feasibility, little formal evaluation of program auralization was ultimately done.

Auralization for Debugging
We built the CAITLIN system to allow the systematic study of musical program auralizations in debugging tasks. Our starting point was the fact that music perception is primarily temporal, that is, people more readily perceive those features in music that are in temporal relationships. When we listen to music we perceive them not as an arbitrary sequence of note durations but as a temporal structure in which notes are grouped. In particular, two features of temporal musical structure—succession and overlap—have analogs in the program domain (sequence and construct nesting). Also, as the structure of music (like that of programs) has multiple levels and given that the events of an executing program occur in a time-ordered framework, it seems worthwhile to attempt to map program events to musical events.

The CAITLIN preprocessor auralizes programs at the construct level (iterations and selections). That is, a WHILE loop is auralized in one way, and REPEAT, FOR, CASE, and IF constructs in other ways. CAITLIN recognizes the constructs in a source program and creates subroutine calls to stored musical sequences that are subsequently sent by the program to a MIDI (musical instrument digital interface) synthesizer (see Figure 1). The user can change various aspects of each construct’s auralization, including instrument, note length, MIDI channel, and volume. The auralized program executes in the normal way (though it has to be slowed down for comprehension); and the musical sequences are heard (via the synthesizer) as the constructs are executed. The system works for Pascal, though its principles can be applied to other languages, including C and Java.

Now that we have shown that musical auralizations can be used by programmers, the next step is to see how auralizations compare with visualizations.
executed. An IF...ELSE statement either succeeds (and executes its statement block) or fails (and executes the next program statement); in the IF...ELSE...ELSE case, failure results in the ELSE part being executed. WHILE iterates until failure; REPEAT iterates until success. We mapped this with the metaphor of a major chord for success (true) and a minor chord for failure (false). Although most users would not be able to define these chords, they could still easily recognize them.

We also decided that a construct should have an opening sound and a mirroring closing sound (usually an inversion of the opening). This is analogous to HTML tags and the IF...FI, DO...OD pairings often used in pseudocode. We used it because listeners need to identify when constructs terminate, possibly at a time much later than the onset.

A third important feature we wanted to capture was that a construct persists over time. Subordinate statement blocks (which could themselves contain constructs) are often carried out within the body of a construct. Therefore, we added a drone (a continuously held note) between the opening and closing audio signatures to remind listeners that the construct is still active and that what is being executed is happening within a construct block. Nested constructs have differently pitched drones, so the multiple nesting can still be heard (as a chord); Figure 3 includes an example of two constructs.

Our hypothesis was that the musical program auralizations generated by CAITLIN could assist novice programmers in locating bugs that manifest themselves either directly or indirectly in terms of program flow.

A concern in this work is whether musical ability or experience is needed to use such a system. We are encouraged by other work [11] showing that while musical ability certainly aids recognition, the differences between musicians and non-musicians are not as great as one might expect, particularly for simple melodies. Most people are good at recognizing and memorizing music; the international success of the popular music industry supports this view. Cultural differences are another important issue, but again the evidence is that these differences become important only in complex musical structures; for example, most of the world’s music systems are based on the same chromatic, or 12-tone, scale (or a subset of it). We have found that subjects’ differing musical experience does not affect their ability to use auralizations.

### Evaluation

We conducted two studies to explore the usefulness of musical auralizations. In the first [10], 22 second-year computer science undergraduates at Loughborough University in the U.K. were asked to identify the Pascal constructs represented by 60 auralizations. We presented 40 single-construct auralizations followed by 10 construct-pair auralizations. Of the paired auralizations, 50% were of sequential constructs (such as a WHILE followed by an IF) and the other 50% of nested constructs (such as an IF within a WHILE). Because the motif design is hierarchical (see Figure 2) each construct could be identified at any of three levels: class (iteration or selection), subclass (such as IFs and CASEs), and specific identity (such as IF, CASE...ELSE).

The table here cites the average scores for the two sets of auralizations. If a construct is recognized correctly, then a Specific Identity score is given. If a mistake is made at this level (such as confusing an IF with an IF...ELSE) or a subject simply described the construct as one of the IFs, then a subclass score...
A class score meant a construct was identified correctly as either a selection or an iteration. While construct-specific recognition was not high (46% and 49%), subjects were good at recognizing construct subclasses (76% and 84%, respectively). We were pleased to find almost no confusion between nested and sequential constructs (recognition rate 97.5%).

The information presented to these subjects was without context; that is, they had no domain information to help them understand the problem. In a real debugging situation subjects would be listening to auralizations at the same time they would be looking at the program source (even blind programmers would have some textual/verbal representation of the code). The extra context provided by the presence of other constructs and understanding the aims and structure of the program would aid the recognition process. The programmer already knows from the source code which constructs have been used and whether or not the selections have ELSE branches. Therefore, the low specific identity scores do not worry us, as we would expect the added context of the program source to fill in the gaps. Given that the subjects had only half an hour to become familiar with the system prior to the study, more exposure might be expected to make the motifs more recognizable.

One feature of the hierarchic design is that a programmer should be able to listen to an auralization at varying levels of abstraction. To understand program flow it might be enough simply to hear that there is some form of selection here and some form of unbounded loop there; exact details can be gleaned from the listing. With training and continued use, programmers might become adept at distinguishing between all the construct auralizations even without contextual clues.

Therefore, to explore the role of the auralizations in bug location tasks we conducted a debugging test comprising eight different debugging exercises, numbered A1 to A8 [12]. For each, another 22 subjects were given a program specification, a pseudocode program design, sample input data, the expected output data, and the actual output data. Subjects were allowed as much time as they wanted to read the documentation. When ready to proceed they were given the program source code and had 10 minutes in which to locate

Figure 3. A program and its corresponding auralization: (a) IF statement within a WHILE statement and (b) auralization of the program as annotated musical notation revealing points of interest, success/failure signals, and drones.

is given. A class score meant a construct was identified correctly as either a selection or an iteration. While construct-specific recognition was not high (46% and 49%), subjects were good at recognizing construct subclasses (76% and 84%, respectively). We were pleased to find almost no confusion between nested
the bug. The eight tasks were performed in order, beginning with A1. Half the subjects had auralizations for tasks A1, A3, A5, and A7; the other half had the auralizations for tasks A2, A4, A6, and A8. Thus, each program was tested in both the auralized and the nonauralized states. As the 22 subjects were asked to locate one bug in each of the eight programs (four in the auralized state, four in the normal state) there were a possible 88 auralized bugs and 88 normal bugs. The subjects found a total of 60 auralized bugs, compared with 46 in the nonauralized state.

Conclusion
This research indicates that music can communicate information about program flow and assist with bug identification and eradication. The results highlight two areas where music seems particularly useful: where the program’s output contains no clues as to the bug’s location and where programs contain complex Boolean expressions. Otherwise, when the output gives clues (when, say, a loop displays only three lines of output instead of an expected 10), then a bug’s location is relatively easy to deduce. However, when the program gives no such clue, it is more difficult to hypothesize about the bug’s location. The auralization quickly shows it is the loop that is at fault. In the case of multiple complex Boolean expressions, the auralization made it easy to hear which ones were at fault; without auralization, subjects had to evaluate the expressions by hand.

Now that we have shown that musical auralizations can be used by programmers, the next step is to see how auralizations compare with visualizations. We have looked at program flow, but what about data flow and data structure? How might sound assist our understanding of these features?

Rather than replacing visual displays (though it would be useful for the visually impaired) we anticipate that combination audio/visual displays will be the most effective; for example, an animation of a data structure could be monitored while listening to an execution trace. Meanwhile, the message passing between objects in different threads of a Java program could be heard while inspecting the values of variables on the screen. We are conducting further research to explore these issues.

Whether program auralization really is the swan song of debugging problems remains to be seen. But we have strong hopes that combining auditory and visual external representations of programs will lead to new and improved ways of understanding and manipulating code. Ultimately, we hope the sound and light displays of multimodal programming systems will be standard items in the programmer’s toolbox. More information and audio examples are at www.paulvickers.com/auralization.
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Auralization recognition scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Specific Identity</th>
<th>Subclass</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Nested/Sequential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>97.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Set 1: 46% Specific Identity, 30% Subclass, 21% Class, 97% Total
Set 2: 49% Specific Identity, 35% Subclass, 14% Class, 98% Total

Identity Subclass Class Total Nested/Sequential